
BRAD STEVENS 

 LEADING WITH LEVERAGE
Take Your Company Into the Next 
Decade by Embracing the Rapidly 
Growing Virtual “On Demand” 
Workforce to Grow Faster, Cheaper  
and Smarter.

 AUTOMATE AND DELEGATE
How to Shatter the Growth Ceiling 
for Long-Term Business Success in 
the Modern Economy.

Keynote Topics

Organizations Featuring Brad

A Speaker at

As a lifetime entrepreneur, Brad’s business acumen was sparked in 
third-grade with his very first venture, a toy rental company. Since 
then, Brad has helped build multiple 7-figure businesses in domestic 
and international markets in a wide range of industries including 
B2B, B2C, physical products, software, and professional services. 

With an infectious passion and energy, Brad has become one of the 
most respected authorities on creative growth, business automa-
tion,  and increasing the velocity of execution through leverage.  His 
fresh and unique content has made him a sought- after speaker by 
business organizations, CEO Peer Groups, and Fortune 500 firms.  
Brad and his team at Entreholic specialize in helping companies 
embrace highly innovative, “out of the box” and low cost strategies 
to skyrocket business growth. He is also the author of the Top 200 
Tools to Fuel Your Business Growth and the Addictive Tools Series. 
Brad`s award-winning Leverage Model has been featured in Inc 
Magazine, Small Business Magazine, Octane Magazine, the EO 
Global Innovation Forum, and the Wall Street Business Network. 

 Brad’s keynote speeches and workshop topics are designed to be 
entertaining, informational and actionable. Audiences leave with a 
wide variety of proven business strategies and practical steps to 
rapidly achieve measurable change in their organization.

To Book Brad,  contact Remarkable! A Speakers Bureau
Sue Falcone, CEO 
sue@remarkablespeakersbureau.com
888-766-3155

“This was the highest value for my time more than any speaker 
all year. Very good actionable takeaways…to unlock the poten-
tial of the little know leverage strategies that Brad has been 
able to figure out and "codify" into any business structure.” 

- Dan Pahos, 
CEO of Home Instead Senior Care, President of EO Birmingham

“Brad was the highest rated of 200 speakers we have featured. It 
was remarkable to see the response from CEO’s of $1 million to 
$250 million companies with his high energy delivery with strat-
egy, motivation and tactical application. ”  

- Tom Cramer, 
Founder of the Brain Trust CEO

“I’ve been an entrepreneur for many years but the information I 
learned from listening to Brad speak blew my mind. It motivated 
and inspired me to take my latest company from zero to 
winning the prestigious MAX Awards along the likes of Coca-Cola 
inside one year..” 

– David Lefkovits, 
CEO of Niche Digtial Brands and LEFKO Construction

Brad is also the author of the Top 
200 Tools to Fuel your Business 
Growth and Leading with Leverage 
Scheduled for Release Spring 2018



“As the Learning Chair, it's tough to �nd speakers who deliver fresh ideas and 
excite our members.  Working with Brad was a great experience.  He deliv-
ered an outstanding presentation and our members kept Brad for over an 
hour after the event wanting to learn more. The feedback was incredible 
after the event!” - Betsy McAtee., Learning Chair EO Birmingham

“Brad's message is truly unlike anything out there and I have seen entrepre-
neur after entrepreneur implement his solutions into their business with 
game-changing success including myself.  He shares through personal expe-
riences instead of theories with an engaging energy that keeps the audience 
connected the entire time.” - Matt Granados, Former Learning Chair EO Atlanta, 
CEO of Altimaxx

“This was the highest value for my time more than any speaker this year” - 
Dan Pahos, President of EO Birmingham, CEO of Home Instead Senior Care

“Brad`s energy and passion for this topic is infectious. He absolutely lit up the 
room and I was extremely pleased at the response fron everyone.” - Buddy 
Hull, Director The Alternative Board

What You Can Expect

Feedback from Learning Chairs, Event Planners and Other Peer Group Organizations

“I was blown away by the usefulness of this workshop. We now have �ve 
people outsorcing projects. Along with the savings, the speed with which 
my teams can get projets completed is amazing. We`re now commited to 
opretaionalizing everything Brad teaches to drive revenue and savings." - 
Ken Robbins, CEO of Response Mine Interactive

“Brad was the top rated of over 200 speakers we’ve had in the last 19 years.  
It was remarkable to see the response from entrepreneurs and CEO’s of com-
panies ranging from $1M to $250M as Brad opened up an entirely new world 
to them." - Tom Cramer, The BrainTrust

“Brad delivers an incredibly dynamic, eye-opening presentation and his 
content is dead-on what our members want with takeaways they can imple-
ment immediately. He is also very easy to work with and makes sure the mes-
sage is customized to our chapter which we appreciate!” - Pramod Raheja, 
President-Elect EO Washington, DC and CEO of MySta�Now.com

To book Brad contact Remarkable! A Speakers Bureau
Sue Falcone, CEO

sue@remarkablespeakersbureau.com
 888-766-3155


